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if you've looked for free books
before, you might've noticed that
most, though not all, are classics.
older works of literature, essays or

plays are classified as public
domain, which means the creative

work isn't subject to copyright
laws. when nobody owns a work, it
can be offered for free. explore a

deep and involved weapon
handling and player maneuvering
system, geared towards providing
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officers with an unprecedented
level of control over their

situational effectiveness. ready or
not utilizes a simple and organic
control scheme which wont have

players fumbling around, forgetting
dozens of keybinds. in the future,
the nation of virginia is split into 4
domains: the theocratic republic of

texas, a democratic republic of
washington, a communist state of

california, and a militaristic terrorist
state of alabama. all are under the

rule of the a.r.m.s. (a.o. - the
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artificial intelligence republic of
supervisors), a super-computer

intelligence agency that manages
the various states and their

policies. a. are responsible for
designing the laws that govern the
four states and the "united states"

of america. the a.'s goal is to
create a world in which they can
continue to exist peacefully and
safely. the four computer states,
however, are constantly at war

with one another. each computer
state is split into several "power
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levels", and each state has its own
laws and a leader to whom they
will answer. just tap the title to

launch a book in a browser. i'm a
big fan of narrator and the audio
books created by the project are

great. no registration or download
needed to listen to most of the

books. be aware that some of the
books like pride and prejudice and
vanity fair, are not narrated in the

audio edition. 5ec8ef588b
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